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By Shanon Zachidniak

“ It’s tough not to get into arguments about [Just 
Transition], regardless of how you talk about it,” 

Mike Day, the president of United Steel Work-
ers (USW) Local 5890, tells me. USW Local 5890 
represents the steelworkers at the Regina plant 
operated by EVRAZ North America, whose fo-
cus is making pipelines for projects like the Trans 
Mountain expansion. “We take it as an attack on 
our jobs,” Day explains.

The conversation around a just transition – the 
need to immediately shift to renewable energy, in a way 
that’s fair for Indigenous peoples and workers – is fairly 
new in Saskatchewan. But it has big implications in a 
province that relies heavily on non-renewable resource 
extraction and, historically, it’s been labour unions 
like the steelworkers that have led just transition 
conversations elsewhere.

In January of 2019, one in every 25 workers in 
Saskatchewan was employed in “forestry, fishing, 
mining, quarrying, and oil and gas,” according to 
Statistics Canada. And unions represent a significant 
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Will the labour movement lead the charge 
for a just transition in sask?

Unifor Local 594 represents over 800 workers at Regina’s Co-op Refinery Complex, pictured. Photo by Eagleclaw Bunnie

hoW do We close the reneWable energy gap for loW-income people?

By david Gray-donald

“Low-income households suffer a disproportionate 
energy burden, defined as the percentage of gross 

household income spent on energy costs,” says the 
U.S. Department of Energy. The national average en-
ergy burden for low-income households is 8.2 per cent, 
which is triple the percentage as for non-low-income 
households. In the U.S. 44 per cent of households are 
defined as low income. 

“This is often the result of situations where renters 
have poorly insulated homes and have little choice but 
to use inefficient means to heat and cool their living 
spaces,” says Joshua Campbell, president of the Was-
cana Solar Co-op in Regina. “Add to this the difficulty 
that many low income earners have [in] accessing loans 
and you have a burden that will only continue to in-
crease unless there is policy and support to curb it.” 

Rather than waiting for those policies, the Wascana 
Solar Co-op is installing solar power right now. One 
program involves pooling funds to make group pur-
chases of solar panels and installation services. “In our 
first group buy we estimate that our group of 13 mem-
bers saved $67,000 off of the market rate on our panel 
purchases and installation,” Campbell calculates. But 

he adds that “while this is a significant savings, the ini-
tial upfront capital required would still be cost prohibi-
tive to many people.” 

The second program is the issuing of preferred 
shares at a cost of $1,000 each. Shareholders make 
money off of energy generated from the Solar Co-op’s 
installations. Campbell predicts good financial returns 
from this, and sees it as a way for people to invest in 
solar even if they “don’t have the space or capital avail-
able to install their own panels. However, once again, 
I question how accessible contributing a $1,000 share 
investment is [for] many low income folks.” 

“There needs to be much more incentive offered at the 
government level,” says Campbell. “Carbon pricing is a 
start, as some homeowners may consider renewable ener-
gy as a way to reduce their power bills. Some jurisdictions 
such as California have allocated a percentage of carbon 
taxes to go towards subsidies for low income households 
to go solar. But even with this type of carbon pricing, it is 
hard to see the financial incentive that a landlord would 
have to put up solar panels when it is an upfront cost for 
them that seems to be benefitting the tenant at the owner’s 
expense. One answer that I’ve seen for this came out of a 
Solar Renters program in Australia.”

According to a CleanTechnica article, through this 

program of solar installations on rental units, “[renters] 
could have lower utility bills and landlords may receive 
subsidies and have the ability to charge more for rents.” 

Asked about what could spark major changes in 
Saskatchewan, Campbell suggests “a province wide 
virtual net-metering program from SaskPower would 
be an example of a ‘larger transformation’ that could 
democratize energy use. Currently, Radiance Cohous-
ing, the Saskatoon Solar Co-op, and Saskatoon Light 
and Power have teamed up in what is Saskatchewan’s 
first virtual net-metering demonstration. Through this 
program, power that is generated using solar panels at 
the Radiance Cohousing building is being used to en-
ergize electric cars at the Saskatoon Car Share Co-op. 
Similar programs could do a lot to democratize energy 
use in our province if organizations like SaskPower en-
able this to happen.” 

The Saskatoon Solar Co-op of the Saskatchewan 
Environmental Society “played a huge role in helping 
us get started,” says Campbell. “They have a vision to 
help many renewable energy co-ops begin throughout 
our province. The development of these co-ops is surely 
a sign of people taking action and not wanting to wait 
for ‘larger [government-led] transformations’ to take 
place.”  

An interview with Joshua Campell of the Wascana Solar Co-op
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The minimum wage in Saskatchewan is a 
poverty wage. 

The Saskatchewan Party government raised it by 10 
cents on October 1, 2018, bringing it to $11.06 per hour, 
the second lowest in the country after Nova Scotia.

But 10 years ago, just after the Sask. Party was first 
elected, the province had the country’s second-highest 
minimum wage. Since then, while Saskatchewan has 
mostly pegged increases just over the rate of inflation, 
other governments have set their sights on a livable 
wage, spurred on by people-powered campaigns. In 
B.C., where there was a Fight for $15 campaign sup-
ported by the B.C. Federation of Labour, the NDP has 
bumped the minimum wage up a couple times from 
$10.85 to $12.65, with a plan of raising it to $15.20 by 
2021. 

Nick Day, an education student at the University of 
Regina, participated in the Fight for $15 and Fairness 
campaign while living in Kingston, Ontario, up until 
the summer of 2017. The legislative victory alone was 
impressive – Ontario’s Liberal government at the time 
raised the minimum wage from $11.60 to $14 per hour 
– but Day was “really invigorated by the organizing 
and building of a growing class consciousness in the 
province.” The group doorknocked, talked to people in 
malls and on the streets, held rallies, and developed 
a strong media and social media presence. When he 
returned to Saskatchewan in 2017, “not much was 
happening here,” Day says in a phone interview.

It might have something to do with the fact that two 
back-to-back provincial austerity budgets have been 
keeping activists busy fighting against the elimination 
of the Saskatchewan Transportation Company, against 
wage freezes, for libraries and children’s hearing aids, 
and more.

Then came January 1, 2018, when Ontario enacted 
a $2.40 per hour increase to the minimum wage – a 
major milestone that dominated media headlines across 
the country. Immediately, workers at some Ontario Tim 
Hortons saw their paid breaks, paid benefits, and other 
incentives slashed by franchise operators who sought 
to keep squeezing out profit. The tone-deaf response 
by bosses – who, in some cases, were the children of 
the chain’s founders – put the spotlight on the service 
industry, and the many workers in the industry who 
shoulder demanding, low-paying jobs. 

Day and others, including students at the University 
of Regina, had just started a petition calling on the 
Sask. Party to raise the minimum wage to $15 per hour. 
About 15 people tabled by the busy Tim Hortons on 
campus on January 19, 2018, and others were sta-
tioned in and around the Cornwall Centre in down-
town Regina, which also has a Tim Hortons inside.

“The reception we got on campus was overwhelm-

ingly positive,” says Day. “Maybe one in 20 or 30 
people had something dismissive to say, [but] the rest 
were positive.”

In Saskatoon, students and other organizers were 
collecting signatures on the same petition that day, 
around the Midtown Plaza. Students at the University 
of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon have also tabled on 
campus a few times. 

“The people of Saskatchewan are clearly on side with 
this,” says Day. “The Sask. Party position is way out 
of line with where Saskatchewan people land on the 
issue.”

The petition drive in January quickly racked up over 
1,200 signatures, but the effort has stalled since then. 
Both NDP leadership candidates, Trent Wotherspoon 
and Ryan Meili, campaigned on a phased-in mini-
mum wage increase to $15 during the March leader-
ship race. But since Meili won the race, the NDP 
hasn’t built grassroots support to push the issue much 
further.

The Saskatchewan Federation of Labour (SFL) has 
long supported livable-wage campaigns. Its website, 
sflactionnow.com, hosts a petition calling on the Sask. 
Party to implement “a rapid phase-in to $15 per hour.” 

“The [SFL] believes all workers should be compensat-
ed fairly for their labour,” says outgoing SFL president 
Larry Hubich in an email to the Dispatch. “Having a 
job should lift people out of poverty – not keep them in 
it. A living wage not only allows workers to make ends 
meet, it also stimulates local economies, creates more 
jobs, and strengthens communities.” Hubich encour-
ages people to take to the streets, join campaigns, and 
contact politicians. He stresses the importance of sup-
porting workers who are trying to form unions, as this 
will help increase workers’ wages. 

The SFL, which saw its membership shrink by about 
10 per cent when Unifor disaffiliated in January 2018, 
has not dedicated resources, like staff time, toward 

THE FIGHT FOR $15 IN SASK

Graphic courtesy of  Fight For $15 Saskatchewan, adapted from the Economic Policy Institute. Data Source: 2017 Statistics Canada
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BY DAVID GRAY-DONALD

WELCOME TO 
THE FIRST ISSUE 
OF THE SASK 
DISPATCH

“What is this?” you ask.

It’s a very small, new, Saskatchewan-focused publica-
tion produced by Briarpatch and included in copies of 
the magazine sent to our Saskatchewan subscribers. 
We are aiming, in Sask Dispatch, to more regularly 
focus Briarpatch’s fearless investigative reporting and 
critical commentary on our home here in Saskatch-
ewan. Corporate media have shown they can’t be relied 
on to look out for poor folks and the working class, In-
digenous communities, and other marginalized groups. 
We hope we can reliably cover issues of importance to 
those demographics.

You are holding the first issue of the Sask Dispatch, but 
the story of how this came to be starts many years ago. 

Briarpatch began as an anti-poverty newsletter, stapled 
in the corner and distributed on the streets of Saska-
toon in the early 1970s. Within a few years Briarpatch 
moved to Regina and became “Saskatchewan’s inde-
pendent newsmagazine,” a tagline we wore for many 
years. We got a big provincial grant, had the grant 
entirely eliminated a few years later by the Blakeney 
NDP, and still managed to build a following around 
the province and country.

By the turn of the millennium, Briarpatch had become 
a publication of national and international scope and 
importance – a remarkable feat, given that we’re most-
ly reader supported. But this meant that Saskatch-
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By Sara Birrell

in September 2019, harm reduction worker and public 
health researcher Gillian Kolla told Global News the 

opioid crisis was “the largest health crisis of our genera-
tion.” Although opioid use in Canada, both for medical 
and non-medical purposes, has dropped over the past 
five years, hospital admissions for opioid poisoning 
have been on the rise, along with overdose deaths. This 
is mostly due to the increasing availability of powerful 
synthetic opioids like fentanyl and carfentanil, which 
are more potent – and deadlier – than opiates like mor-
phine, codeine, and heroin. 

Provinces including Saskatchewan have started 
training programs on how to administer Naloxone, an 
opioid blocker that can reverse the effects of an over-
dose, for people in the community who have close 
contact with opioid users. All four of the major party 
leaders in the 2019 federal election had some kind of 
opioid strategy as part of their campaign platform, and 

in 2018 the federal government entered into a bilateral 
agreement with Saskatchewan to ensure targeted fund-
ing to deal with the crisis. There were 114 opioid-relat-
ed deaths in Saskatchewan in 2018, and the province 
saw the biggest jump in fentanyl-related deaths in the 
country. The need for a strategy to deal with the prob-
lem can’t be overstated. But opioids aren’t the primary 
drug of choice in Saskatchewan. Stimulants – like co-
caine and meth – are. Of all Saskatchewan residents 
seeking treatment for addiction, the number seeking 
treatment for meth addiction rose from nearly 23 per 
cent in 2016–17 to 30 per cent in 2017–18. That’s a 10-
fold increase from just five years ago. And almost every-
thing about stimulants – from the effects they produce 
to the societal response they elicit, to the treatment 
that’s available – differs from opioids, and a strategy for 
one cannot be assumed to work for the other. 

Dr. Ginette Poulin, a general practitioner and 
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on the prairies, the drug 
crisis is not opioids, but meth

Aimée van Drimmelen

While opioid use is declining, meth use continues to grow – and 
responding with prisons or police isn’t helping. are we ready to 
treat the drug crisis like a health crisis, and fund it accordingly?

By Sara Birrell

less than a year after an estimated 900 workers at 
Saskatoon Co-op hit the picket lines for what ended 

up being a five-month-long strike, Federated Co-oper-
atives Limited (FCL) is in the midst of another labour 
dispute – this time with workers at the Co-op Refinery 
Complex (CRC) in Regina. Around 750 workers at the 
refinery have been without a contract since February 
1, 2019. On December 3, following a two week “cool-
ing off” period, workers voted overwhelmingly – 97 
per cent – in favour of a strike. They served FCL with a 
notice of a job action later that day. In turn, says Kevin 
Bittner, president of Unifor Local 594, which repre-
sents the workers, the company responded with a lock 
out notice. 

The affected workers run the gamut from “accoun-
tants and clerks […] to the people that load the rail cars, 
the warehouse people, the dispatchers, all the way to 
the trades people, the process operators, the lab people,” 
says Bittner. He says the company is asking for “major 
concessions” in the name of financial “sustainability,” 
even though FCL reported record profits in both 2017 
and 2018.

“They’re saying that to move forward in the industry, 
they need concessions from us,” says Bittner. “But they 
made $1.5 billion over what they projected to make, 
over the last three years [since the last agreement].” The 
refinery is FCL’s most profitable arm, bringing in more 
revenue than Co-op groceries, liquor and hardware 
stores, or gas stations.

It hasn’t been long since the last time the union 
and FCL/CRC went head-to-head. “We gave major 
concessions three years ago on the pension,” says 

“they’re taking 
money out of 
our pockets”

...continued on page 2

“You take 285 process people 
with 3,000 years of [combined] 
experience and replace that with 
105 people that have very limited 
training. […] The risks are very 
big.”

Strike looms at Co-op refinery
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By Jack ThompSon

Support workers at the University of Saskatchewan 
have been without a collective agreement since 

December 31, 2015. The long bargaining process be-
tween the University and the workers, represented by 
Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE) Local 
1975, has focused on two main issues: pensions and 
wages. 

CUPE 1975 is fighting to keep their defined 
benefits plan, while the University hopes to cut costs 
by offering alternative plans which sacrifice reliability 
for affordability. The union is also looking for wage 

increases of 2 per cent for each of the five years of the 
agreement being bargained for. 

“The pension proposals are said to be competitive 
and reflect of the University’s stated goals to recognize 
the outstanding contributions of our employees. 
Yet, the University is pushing a pension plan that 
comes far short from an industry standard and is 
furthermore threatening a labour disruption to 
accomplish this goal,” said president Craig Hannah at 
a press conference. 

The Administrative and Supervisory Personnel 
Association (APSA), another union on campus, has 
urged members to not scab for CUPE 1975 workers if a 

strike occurs. The University of Saskatchewan Students’ 
Union executive declared its opposition to a strike in a 
statement in February. 

Further south, a tentative agreement was reached 
between the University of Regina and the University 
of Regina Faculty Association (URFA). The University 
briefly hired high-profile image rehabilitation company 
National Public Relations during negotiations. 
Bargaining not only included monetary issues, such 
as pay and pensions, but also particulars around the 
division of staff being dedicated to research versus 
teaching, and compensation structures for sessional 
lecturers. 

number of people working in non-renewable energy in 
Saskatchewan – Saskatchewan has a unionization rate 
of around 30 per cent. For example, workers for the 
Crown corporations SaskEnergy, the province’s main 
supplier of natural gas, and SaskPower, the province’s 
principal electric utility, are unionized with Unifor 
Local 649. 

A just transition in the province won’t be able 
to happen unless labour unions are on board. A 
central pillar of a just transition is making sure that 
all new green jobs are unionized and public – if 
not administered under community-owned or co-
operative models – ensuring fair wages and workers’ 
rights. Additionally, a true just transition incorporates 
both justice for Indigenous peoples and decolonization 
– returning stolen lands.

 So how are Saskatchewan unions and their locals 
engaging in the growing conversation around a just 
transition? 

The JusT TransiTions summiT
On October 27 and 28, 2018, a Just Transitions Summit 
was hosted in Regina to bring environmental activists, 
union members, and the general public together 
to discuss and further define a just transition in 
Saskatchewan. 

“The whole concept of just transition comes from 
the labour movement,” explains Emily Eaton, an 
associate professor of geography at the University of 
Regina and one of the event’s organizers. “The labour 
movement has been driving the concept and it focuses 
on not leaving labour unions behind.”

Speakers at the summit included environmental 
activists, politicians and union members. Unifor sent 
two national representatives, Sari Sairanen and Ken 
Bondy. CUPW sent a national organizer, James Hutt. 
While local union members were in attendance, Barb 
Cape, president of SEIU West, was the only local 
labour leader who spoke as a panelist.

“Unifor has been working at the forefront of just 
transition,” says Eaton. In October 2018, Unifor 
sponsored Alberta’s third annual Just Transitions and 
Good Jobs Conference, hosted by Blue Green Canada. 
They’ve focused on fairness for workers impacted 
by the phasing out of coal, applauding the federal 
government’s formation of the Task Force on Just 
Transition for Canadian Coal Power Workers in 2018. 

They’ve also lobbied the federal government for an 
explicit commitment to a just transition – and “good, 
green job creation” – to be included in Canada’s climate 
policy. 

“Unfortunately, the locals in Saskatchewan are not 
on the same page as their leadership,” Eaton continues. 
“It was really important to me to have Unifor there 
because of the workers at the refinery,” she adds, 
referring to Unifor Local 594, which represents over 
800 workers at Regina’s Co-op Refinery Complex. The 
complex processes up to 130,000 barrels of crude oil 
every day. 

Ian Boyko, communications representative for 
Unifor, tells me, “We were invited to provide a speaker 
on a panel about the work we’re doing across the country 
on just transitions” – and because the focus of the panel 
was national, Unifor sent a national representative 
instead of a local representative.

Other local union leaders who were not in 
attendance give a variety of reasons as to why they were 
unable to participate. The summit took place right 
as the Saskatchewan Federation of Labour annual 
convention was ending, and the SFL’s president, Lori 
Johb, says local SFL staff and elected officials were still 
tied up with convention tasks. Johb also mentions that 
the SFL wasn’t involved in planning the summit and 
didn’t receive notice of the event until shortly before it 
happened. Day tells me that USW Local 5890 wasn’t 
invited at all. 

“There is no doubt that more time to plan and invite 
all the different organizations and constituencies in 
Saskatchewan, including labour unions, would have 
been advantageous,” Eaton says. “The very few people 
involved organized the events in their free time with no 

staff support. We tried to the best of our ability to reach 
out to as many different unions as possible as soon in 
the process as possible. We hope that with more lead 
time, the SFL will engage with us in the future to make 
sure that no affiliate is left out.”

 “PeoPle geT defensive”
“I think people locally are fearful about speaking about 
this,” says Eaton. “These conversations are new to 
Saskatchewan.”

“[Climate change] affects every aspect of our lives 
but I think collectively people bury their heads in the 
sand because it’s just so overwhelming,” Cape asserts.

Furthermore, if the push toward a just transition 
appears to come from outside the labour movement, 
it’s not necessarily well received by unions.

“When you hear the words ‘just transition,’ people 
get defensive,” says Day. “This is coming from people 
outside the industry. People who are into renewables 
need to think about inviting those in the industry to be 
involved in the conversation.”

In June, Day stood beside Ryan Meili, leader of 
Saskatchewan’s NDP, outside the EVRAZ steel plant 
as Meili called for a pipeline expiry date system to 
be implemented in the province. It was a proposal 
designed to be a crowd pleaser – increased employment 
for steelworkers, who would manufacture the new 
pipes, and better environmental protections against 
old, leaky infrastructure. 

However, the Saskatchewan Party all but laughed 
in Meili’s face, calling the proposal “irrational” 
and expensive. While the Sask Party is opposed to 
even fiddling with the status quo, what we need 
is transformative system change, like a green jobs 
guarantee – a hallmark of Green New Deal proposals 
– which would fund retraining and employ all non-
renewable energy workers in low-carbon jobs. There 
are already people, like those in the Courage coalition, 
pushing for the federal NDP to run on a Green New 
Deal in 2019. 

It might sound like a leap for the steelworkers to go 
from campaigning for new pipelines to backing a Green 
New Deal. But it was the United Steelworkers that, in 
2008, joined forces with environmental organization 
Environmental Defence to found Blue Green Canada, 
a collaboration of labour unions and environmental 
groups that advocates for green jobs.

More recently, the steelworkers have been 
advocating for a just transition at the national level. 
Mark Rowlinson, executive assistant to the Canadian 
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“When we talk about the 
geothermal power plant, why 
would we contract that out? 
Why wouldn’t SaskPower do it? I 
feel that opportunities are being 
missed. [The government] isn’t 
thinking about the workers when 
they’re having these conversations.”

 

activists. “If we can’t have those conversations, then we 
don’t actually have a partnership,” she said.

However, bringing unions and environmentalists 
together to forge a path forward will likely be a 
challenging process.

“The labour movements and activists don’t speak 
the same language and don’t understand each other’s 
issues,” Cape asserts. “This acts as an irritant to true 
partnership because they don’t feel understood or heard. 
I see that on both sides – within the environmental 
movement and within the labour movement.”

Eaton echoed her sentiments. “I’m not necessarily 
the right person to build those bridges but I’m interested 
in helping,” she says. “I think it needs to come from 
the labour movement itself and be supported from 
outside. Without a plan for a post-carbon economy, 
Saskatchewan workers will be hit hard and will be 
left without supports and to fend for themselves 
individually in labour markets.” 

Time To engage
A resolution that passed at the most recent SFL 
convention in October 2018 attempts to address the 
lack of a clear just transition process with the following 

plan: “The SFL will: protect the interests of workers, 
their families, and communities across Saskatchewan 
by advocating for fair and holistic just transition plans 
from the provincial and federal governments, so that 
no worker is left behind in a changing economy and in 
a changing climate.”

Eaton’s vision of the process differs by encouraging 
unions to take the lead in defining transition plans.

“The work of just transition is coming together and 
forming a strategic plan about the future of work in the 
province and making demands from government about 
the types of supports that are needed for this transition,” 
Eaton affirms. “If fossil fuels are phased out over the 
next 15 years, what will the workers at the refinery and 
the steel plant do? If unions begin to engage now, they 
can shape the future of work in a post-carbon economy. 
They can advocate for green industries that will make 
good use of their members’ skills, for example.”

As the privatized contract for the new geothermal 
power plant demonstrates, it’s past time for serious 
planning in Saskatchewan toward a just transition. The 
question remains: will unions take the lead before it’s 
too late – and which union will lead the charge?

a letter to the 
editor (albeit in 
rhyme):
By Sara WilliamS

One hundred and thirty-one days
Is a very long time…
The members are for you
Every step of the way.
We believe in the Co-op
And what you say:
With equal work
Comes equal pay.

You’re out there,
Out in the cold.
Is Grant Wicks listening?
For the truth be told:
Co-op’s workers
Are Co-op gold!

You’re walking the line
For what you believe,
In cold and snow
With little reprieve.
We’re all behind you
For the truth be told:
Co-op’s workers
Are Co-op gold!

Dear Mr. Wicks,
Would you consider
Cutting your salary?
Or would that be bitter?
If you need to save money
There must be a way.
But to a two-tier system
We say nay!
Members support the strikers
For the truth be told:
Co-op’s workers
Are Co-op gold!

Negotiations must
Find a middle ground.
We need negotiators
Honest and sound.
There’s no room for egos,
Personalities and pride.
For the sake of the Co-op
Put that aside.
But a two-tier system
Should never take hold.
Co-op’s workers
Are Co-op gold!
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in Regina, SK. She has a Master’s in environmental studies and a 
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countries.
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Sunday, April 28
Day of Mourning
1 p.m. / Queen Elizabeth Court, Regina City Hall
Monday, April 29
Labour Movement History with Briarpatch Magazine
7 p.m. / Tommy's Speakeatery
Tuesday, April 30
Movie Night with Regina Public Interest Research 
Group (RPIRG)
6:30 p.m. / University of Regina
 

H O S T E D  B Y  T H E  
R E G I N A  &  
D I S T R I C T  
L A B O U R  
C O U N C I L ,  A N D  
P A R T N E R S
C E L E B R A T I N G  
T H E  1 0 0 T H  
A N N I V E R S A R Y  
O F  T H E  
W I N N I P E G  
G E N E R A L  
S T R I K E
A P R I L  2 8  T O  
M A Y  4 ,  2 0 1 9

Sponsored by the Saskatchewan Government and 
General Employees' Union (SGEU) and the Regina & 
District Labour Council (RDLC)
From Union Centre (2709 12th Ave.) to Legislative 
Building
Line up 5 p.m., parade starts at 6 p.m.
May Day Parade After Party / Rebellion Brewing
Thursday May 2
Labour Themed Poetry Slam
7 p.m. / Bushwakker Brewpub
Friday May 3
Karaoke
7 p.m. / Q Nightclub & Lounge
For more event information, 
check the RDLC Facebook page.

Wednesday, May 1
May Day Parade

On May 1, the world working 
class displays its strength in 
demonstrations and strikes. 
May Day — also known as 
International Workers' Day — 
is a reminder to the ruling 
classes that their days are 
numbered. This year we 
celebrate the 100th 
anniversary of Winnipeg 
General Strike of 1919, one of 
labour's most powerful 
moments in Canadian history.
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abortion will automatically be treated as murder. It 
is fetal personhood laws that have seen women who 
miscarry, or who lose their pregnancy to violence, put 
on trial and imprisoned in U.S. states like Alabama. 

Dawson says anti-choice policies are simply an 
extension of the violence and subjugation that women 
and gender-variant people already face in Canada today. 
“Anti-choice policies are about subjugating women 
and gender-diverse people,” she says emphatically. 
“They oppose us having autonomy over our own bodies. 
We’re still living in a patriarchal society where people 
in power aren’t comfortable with women having rights.”

This link between reproductive justice and the 
status of women and people who can get pregnant is 
particularly clear in Saskatchewan. Here, where infant 
mortality rates are the fourth-highest in the country and 
rates of serious maternity-related illnesses exceed the 
national average, where ministers for rural and remote 
health can pledge to use their position to further the 
removal of the rights of half the population and keep 
their job, where the health authority is being sued by 
more than 60 Indigenous women who were coerced 
into sterilization, we also have the highest rates of 
domestic and intimate partner violence in the country.

“Two times the national average,” says Beck, who 
worked as the assistant executive director of a Regina 
women’s shelter before entering politics. “Saskatchewan 
also has some concerning rates of sexual health issues. 
High rates of sexual abuse and sexual violence. High 
rates of sexually transmitted infections, one of the 
highest rates of teen pregnancy in the country. We’ve 
become complacent with these reports,” she says. “But 
we can’t let those numbers stand.”

Although it’s clear that the struggle for reproductive 
justice in Saskatchewan is ongoing, Dawson and 
Mason are both eager to talk about the victories. 
Dawson points to the changes made to the Canada 
Summer Jobs grants that initially saw anti-choice, 
anti-LGBTQ2S groups defunded. And she says that 
pro-choice groups like ARCC have had “some really 
good success” with getting advertisements for anti-
abortion groups like crisis pregnancy centres taken 
down across the country. “We’ve been [reporting the 
ads] to ad standards and they’ve been ruling them as 
lying, misinforming, and disparaging women.” She says 
ARCC has also been working with major municipalities 
to reformulate standards to prevent these ads from 
going up in the first place. Mason, who is based out of 
Saskatoon, agrees that it’s been “years” since she saw an 
ad for crisis pregnancy centres in the city.

Dawson says the importance of these victories can’t 
be overstated: “The crisis pregnancy centre is how the 
anti-choice [groups] get mainstream funding.” Crisis 
pregnancy centres target pregnant women (“trans people 
don’t exist for them,” Dawson says) to persuade them to 
keep their unwanted pregnancies, as well as providing 
what they call “post-abortion counselling,” pregnancy 
testing, and “fetal-development presentations.” 

“People who wouldn’t normally donate to an anti-
choice group are swayed by their diaper programs, 
their maternity clothes programs. What they don’t 
understand is that they’re religious missions. You get 
your diapers, but it comes with a religious lesson.” 

Regina’s two crisis pregnancy centres – Options and 
Birthright – are both listed as registered charities with 
the Canada Revenue Agency, meaning donations to 
them are tax deductible. Mason says that Options 
– which lists “abstinence education” as one of its 
programs and has made targeted political donations in 
the past year – is expanding.

“They have a lot of private donors” who have raised 
money for the new, larger facilities, Mason says. 
Dawson adds that it’s difficult to determine exactly 
where the funding for these groups comes from: 
“we don’t know where they’re getting their money.” 
The crisis pregnancy centres are largely faceless – 
they don’t provide names of staff or if they even have 
staff. Birthright lists Karen Steranka – the woman in 
charge of “religious education” at St. Mary’s Roman 
Catholic Parish in Regina – as their public contact 
on their Government of Canada charitable donations 
page. They declared $35,050 in donations and $899 in 
“professional and consulting fees” in 2017, the last year 
for which data is available. Options, which lists no one 
as a contact, declared $168,157 in receipted and non-
receipted donations in 2018. 

The other anti-choice groups – the ones that are not 
charities but political organizations like Right Now, 
We Need a Law, and Saskatchewan Pro-Life – have 
a surprisingly youthful face. Their sites prominently 
feature photos of young, mostly white, sign-bearing 
marchers. Dawson says it’s a “façade.” 

“They’re using young Christian people, but if you 
go to March for Life, for example, it’s very much the 
Knights of Columbus – old white men. Lots of older 
women, and they will pick younger speakers, but it’s 
very much the older faces that are in charge,” she says, 
referring to Campaign Life Coalition’s series of anti-
choice rallies held provincially and nationally every 
year. This year’s rallies were attended by Saskatchewan 
MPs Brad Trost and David Anderson in Ottawa and 
Moose Jaw North MLA Warren Michelson in Regina.

But for many of the young people who initially attend 
the anti-choice rallies, knowledge is power. “Once they 
get older and they have more life experience, a number 
of them turn away from the movement,” Dawson says.

“They see it’s not about women’s rights.”
 

 
  
  
  

 

“aborTion access in saskaTchewan” 
conTinued...

Sara birrell is a writer and student from southern Saskatchewan.
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saskatooN 
welComes premiers 
with Climate justiCe 
protest
By DaviD Gray-DonalD

in July, premiers of the provinces and territories gath-
ered in Saskatoon, Treaty 6 territory, for the Council of 

the Federation conference.
As they came and went from the downtown 

Bessborough Hotel the first evening, July 8, they were 
met with chants: “What do we want? Climate action! 
When do we want it? Now!” 

Local groups like Climate Justice Saskatoon and 
their supporters camped out for four days for the event 
“Grassroots Voices Welcome the Premiers,” setting up 
four tipis in Kiwanis Memorial Park, just south of the 
hotel.

Free barbeques were held, and other meals provided 
free by Food Not Bombs, along with talks, songs, and 
dancing. 

Speakers drew links between the climate crisis 
and the issue of missing and murdered Indigenous 
women, girls, and LGBTQ+ and two-spirited people.

Nancy Greyeyes is a Cree woman and an organizer 
with Climate Justice Saskatoon. During a speech, 
Greyeyes echoed the recently released findings of 
the National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered 
Indigenous Women and Girls (MMIWG), saying 
that the man camps that accompany resource industry 
projects are correlated with a spike in gendered 
violence against Indigenous people. “It all promotes 
the idea that our mother, Ki-Kawinaw Askiy, is 
expendable, that she’s a resource, that all that’s in 
her is for humans to use,” Greyeyes explained in her 
speech. “When we signed treaty we said we would 
share [the land] to the depth of the plow. That’s all we 
were to take.”

The Council of the Federation comprises all 13 
provincial and territorial premiers, and the 2019 
conference was hosted by Saskatchewan premier 
Scott Moe. With pro-oil and conservative premiers 
from Alberta, Manitoba, Ontario, and Quebec in 
attendance, this year’s batch of premiers marks a shift 
from the conference’s liberal and social democrat 
attendees of recent years. British Columbia NDP 
premier John Horgan is now the outlier; Horgan 
supports LNG Canada’s massive $40 billion proposed 
liquefied natural gas pipeline project, but he opposes 
the Trans Mountain tarsands pipeline expansion.

A pro-oil Yellow Vest rally – associated with a 
national movement whose members and organizers 
have been linked to far-right and white supremacist 
groups – was planned for July 9, but only a few people 
showed up. 

By DaviD Gray-DonalD

S tudents are planning to continue walking out of 
school on Fridays to demand action on the climate 

crisis, after strikes dwindled in number and visibility 
over the summer holidays. During the week of Septem-
ber 20 to 27, students are calling for all adults to join 
them in striking, walking out of their workplaces and 
homes, “to demand an end to the age of fossil fuels and 
climate justice for everyone.”

studeNt Climate 
strikes returN
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